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WHEN AN 18-WHEELER CROSSES THE LINE
Malone Law specializes in catastrophic injury cases arising out
of the carelessness of others—whether caused on the highway
or in the hospital. Veteran attorney Thomas W. “Tommy” Malone
is inspired daily by the “...belief that I can make a meaningful
difference in the lives of others.” In addition to his record-setting
verdicts in medical negligence cases, Tommy is understandably
proud of a $49 million verdict he obtained for a young man in

California who suffered a traumatic
brain injury as the result of a
commercial trucking collision.

Thomas W. Malone

Tommy, a nationally known trial attorney, was named to the
2013 Carter Center Board of Councilors, an entity that works
with President Jimmy Carter to serve as a link between the
community and the Carter Center. In 2013, he is once again
honored to be included among the state’s Top 10 on the Georgia
Super Lawyers list. His law partner
and son, Adam Malone, ranks in
this year’s Top 100.
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Adam Malone has obtained
multimillion-dollar recoveries
for the victims of commercial
truck drivers in cases resulting in
wrongful deaths and catastrophic
injuries. Adam frequently speaks
to organizations across the country
imparting his trucking litigation
knowledge and experience. In 2012,
he was inducted as a fellow into the
International Society of Barristers,
and was honored by the American
Association for Justice with the
Wiedemann & Wysocki Award,
which is bestowed upon members
deemed to have exceeded their
commitments to the principles of
the civil justice system and the AAJ.
Both Tommy and Adam are AVrated by Martindale-Hubbell, and
are annually recognized in The
Best Lawyers in America. Through
the skillful handling of complex
cases, Tommy and Adam have
earned a reputation of excellence.
This reputation has become their
tradition as they continue to
achieve just compensation for those
they are privileged to represent.
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